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The dichromatic number dk(D) of a digraph D is the minimum number of colours needed to 
colour V(D) in such a way that no monochromatic directed cycle is obtained. The digraph D is 
called v-critical r-dichromatic when dk(D)= r and dk(D-v)= r -1  for any v ~ V(D). In this 
paper we construct an infinite family of o-critical r-dichromatic regular tournaments for every 
r>--3, r¢4. 
1. Introduction 
The dichromatic number  dk(D)  of a digraph D is the minimum number of 
colours needed to colour V(D)  in such a way that no monochromat ic  directed 
cycle is obtained. The dichromatic number was introduced independently by 
Neumann-Lara  [5] (see also [1]) and Meyniel [4] and has been studied in several 
papers by Neumann-Lara  [5, 6], Erd6s and Neumann-Lara  [1, 2] and Hamidoune 
[3]. 
A digraph D is called r-dichromatic when dk(D)=r .  It is v-critical r- 
dichromatic if dk(D)  = r and for every v • V(D),  dk (D-v )  = r -  1. In this paper 
we study v-critical r-dichromatic tournaments and give an infinite family of 
v-critical r-dichromatic regular tournaments for every r~3 r~4 (for r =2 ,  it is 
clear that the only v-critical 2-dichromatic tournament  is (~3, the directed cycle of 
length three). In what follows, if v ~ V(D) ,  then d+(v, D)  and d-(v ,  D)  denote the 
outdegree and indegree of v in D respectively. 
2. v-Critical 3-dichromatic tournaments 
Suppose that ix, i2 . . . . .  i s are integers between 1 and n - 1. Let ~_-,(ix, i2 , . . . ,  is) 
be the digraph D with V(D)  = {0, 1, 2 . . . . .  n - 1} and E(D)  = 
{(a, a +/,)  I a • V(D),  1 ~< r ~< s}, where a +/,  is taken mod n. 
Tneorem 1. I f  r2m+l is a regular tournament, then dk( r2m+l )=2 i f  and only if 
T2m÷l = ~2m÷~(1, 2 . . . . .  m). 
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Proo[. Since {0, 1 . . . . .  m} and {m + 1 . . . . .  2m} induce acyclic subtournaments of 
(~am+l(1, 2 . . . . .  m), we have dk(C:2m+61, a . . . . .  m)) = a. 
Suppose that dk(T2,~+l)=2. Let {S', S"} be a partition of V(Ta~÷I) such that 
the subtournaments Tam+l[S'] and T2,,+1[S"] of T2m÷l induced by S' and S" 
respectively are acyclic. W.l.o.g. we can assume that IS'[ > IS"I, clearly IS'] > m. Let 
u be the source of Ta,,+I[S']. Since d+(u, Tam+0=m,  [S'l<~m+l. Hence [S'I = 
m+l .  
Let (Uo, Ul . . . . .  u~) and (u~÷l . . . . .  us,,) be spanning directed paths of 
T2m+I[S'] and Ta,~+~[S"] respectively. Notice that 
and 
d-(u~,T2,,+,[S'])=i, i=0 ,1  . . . . .  m, 
d-(u~,Tam+~[S"]) = i -m- l ;  i=m+l  . . . . .  2m+l .  
It follows directly that 
(u~, Uo)~E(Tz.,+t); i=m+l  . . . . .  2m. 
Henceforth (u~, u,,,+I)~E(Tz,,,+O for i=  1 , . . . ,  m. 
Therefore T2,,÷l[{ul, u2 . . . . .  u,,+l}] and T2,,÷l[{U~+2, u2,,, u0}] are acyclic s~b- 
tournaments of T2.,+1 with spanning directed paths (Ul, u2 . . . . .  U~+l) and 
(u.,+2 . . . . .  u2,., Uo). 
By repeating the same argument it follows that T2,.+~[{u~ . . . .  , u.,+i}] and 
T2,.+l[{U,.+i+l . . . . .  u2.,+.~] (with addition taken mod2m+l)  are acyclic 
subtournaments of T2,.+1 with spanning directed paths (u~ . . . . .  ui+,.) and 
(u~+,.+x . . . .  , u~+2.,). Hence (u~, u~÷t), (u~_l, u~)~E(T2,,,+I) for l = 1 , . . . ,  m. The 
function f :V(C2, .+l (1,2 . . . . .  rn))-->V(T2,,,+l) defined by f ( i )=u l  is an 
isomorphism from (~2.,+~(1, 2 . . . . .  m) onto Tam+l. 
Using Theorem 1, we can prove the following result. 
Theorem 2. (~2,,+1(1, 2. . . . .  m - 1, m + 1) is a v-critical 3-dichromatic tournament 
for m >~ 3. 
Proof. T=C2m+,(1 ,2 , . . . ,  m- l ,  m+1)~(~2, ,÷1(1,2 . . . . .  m) since (~2m+,(1,2, 
. . . .  m) is locally transitive whereas T is not. By Theorem 1, dk(T )~3.  However 
{0}, {1, 2 . . . . .  m} and {m + 1 . . . . .  2m} induce acylic subtournaments of T. Then 
dk(T)=3.  Obviously dk(T -{0})=2 and since T-{ i}~T-{O} for every i=  
1, 2 . . . . .  2m, T is v-critical. 
Remark 1. For every odd number i~>7 there exists a v-critical 3-dichromatic 
regular tournament with i vertices. 
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3. Constructing v-critical r-dlchromatic tournaments (r>~3, r~ 4) 
3.1. The function h(mo, ml, m2) 
Let too, m~, rn2 be three nonnegative integers. Let h(mo, m~, mE) be the least 
integer k such that there exist three subsets Jo, J1, J2 of {0, 1 . . . . .  k - 1} such that 
IJ~[ = mi O~ < i ~2  and N2:o J~ =0. Clearly h(mo, ml, m2) = h(rrbo, rrb,, rrb) for 
every permutation cr of {0, 1, 2}. 
Lemma 1. Suppose that mo <~ml ~rn2. Then 
/~(/~0, /Tit, m2) = ~" m2 
[ [½(r.o + + m )l 
i f  /~0 "{'-/911 ~/'11,2, 
i f  1110"1- rrt 1 ~ rrl 2. 
Proof. When mo+ml<~m2 the result follows immediately. Suppose that too+ 
ml ~>m2. Since FIE= o Ji =9, we have ~2= o[J~l~<2 11.3~=0 J~[. It follows that 
fi(mO' ml,/'~,2) ~ [½(mo + Yt/,1 -~- m~)l. 
Let Jo={O, 1 . . . . .  too- l},  J l={mo . . . . .  too+m1-1} and J2={mo+ml,  
. . . .  mo+ml+m2-1}  be three subsets of {0,1 . . . . .  [½(mo+ml+m2)]- l} 
(addition taken mod[½(mo+ml+m2)]). Clearly 2 f"li=o Ji = ft and therefore 
a(mo, ml, r½(mo + + m )l. 
We say that (too, ml, m2) is a h-critical triple if l~<m~ for i=0 ,  1,2 and 
~(m o-  1, ml, mE) , /1(too, m 1 -  1, mE) and h(mo, ml, m2--  1) are all equal to 
t~(mo, rrtl, m2)-- 1. The next result follows easily. 
Lemma 2,. Let mo <~ ml <~ rn2. Then the triple (too, ml, m2) is h-critical if and only if 
mo + ml > m2 and mo + ml + m2 is odd. 
For example h(3, 3, 3) = 5. Since h(2, 3, 3) = 4, the triple (3, 3, 3) is h-critical. 
3.2. Construction of the digraph t(Do, D1, D2) 
Given three disjoint digraphs Do, DI, D2 we shall denote by t(Do, D1, D2) the 
digraph whose vertex set is U/2=o V(Di) and with edge set UE=IE(Di)t_J 
{(u, v) ] u ~ V(Di), v ~ V(Di+I), where the indices are taken mod 3. 
If Do, D1, DE are any three digraphs we shall denote by t(Do, D1, D2) the 
digraph t(D'o, D'b D'2) obtained from any three digraphs D;, D~, D~ pairwise 
disjoint and isomorphic to Do, D~ and O 2 respectively. Notice that t(Do, D1, DE) 
is uniquely defined up to isomorphism. In what follows we shall make no 
distinction between D~ and DI. 
Remark 2. If Do, Dx and D 2 are regular digraphs with the same number of 
vertices, then t(Do, D1, D2) is also regular. 
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3.3. Main results 
Theorem 3. I f  dk (D i )=mi~l  for i=0 ,1 ,2 ,  then dk(t(Do, D1, D2))= 
h(mo, ml, m2). Furthermore if (too, ml, m2) is a h-critical triple and Do, D1, D2 are 
v-critical, then t(Do, D1, D2) is also v-critical. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that dk(Do, Dx, D2)=h(mo, ma, mz). Let Jo, J1, 
J2 be subsets of {0,1 . . . . .  h(mo, ml, m2)- l}  such that ]J~l=rn~ i=0,1 ,2  
and ~Lo  Ji = O. 
Let us colour Di with colours in Ji, i = 0, 1, 2. These partial colourings induce 
an acyclic colouring of t(Do, Dx, D2) using h(mo, ml, m2) colours. Hence 
dk (t(Do, D1, Dz)) ~ fi(mo, ml, m2). 
Suppose now that dk(tk(Do, D1, D2)) = k < h(mo, ml, m2). Let J~ be the set of 
colours used in Di, i = 0, 1, 2, in any acyclic colouring of t(Do, D 1, D2) with colours 
in {0, 1, 2 . . . .  , k - 1}. Clearly ~L0  ~ ~ O since k < h(m0, ml, m2). Let c ~ ~L0 
and u~ ~ V(Di) such that u~ has been coloured with colour c, i = 0, 1, 2. Clearly 
{u0, ul, uz} induces a monochromatic directed triangle of t(Do, D1,/92) which is a 
contradiction. 
E~rAmple. t(K1, ~3, (~3) is 3-dichromatic since h(1, 3, 3) = 3. Moreover (1, 3, 3) is 
fi-critical and KI and C73 are v-critical. Hence t(K1, C3, (~3) is a v-critical 
3-dichromatic tournament. 
By using Remark 2 and Theorems 2 and 3 we can prove the following results. 
"l['neorem 4. For each pair of odd numbers r = 2l + 1, i ~7 ,  there exists a v-critical 
r-dichromatic regular tournament with 3 ~-1 • i vertices. 
Proof. By induction over I. The case l=  1 follows from Remark 1. Observe that 
ti(3, 3, 2 l+ 1) = 2 l+3 and that (3, 3, 2 l+ 1) is a h-critical triple. Let T1 and T2 be 
two v-critical regular tournaments with dichromatic numbers 3 and 21 + 1 respec- 
tively and 3 H • i vertices each one. By Theorem 3 and Remark 2, t(T1, 7"1, Tz) is 
a regular v-critical (2(l + 1) + 1)-dichromatic tournament. 
Theorem $. For each even number =2l ,  I~3  and each odd i ~ 7 there exists a 
v-critical 2l-dichromatic regular tournament with 3 z-1 • i vertices. 
Proof. By Theorem 4 there exist three v-critical regular tournaments T1, T2, T3 
on 3 I-2. i vertices such that dk(T1)=3, dk(T2)=21-3 and dk(T3)=21-1. By 
Theorem 3 and Remark 2, t(T1, 7"2, T3) is a regular v-critical 2/-dichromatic 
tournament on 3 z-1 - i vertices. 
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4. Unsolved questions 
The only known v-cr it ical  4 -d ichromat ic  tournament  is (~s(1, 2)[t~3], the com- 
posi t ion of t~5(1, 2) and C3, and was found by J.L. Abreu  and G. S ienra (personal 
communicat ion) .  We strongly bel ieve that there is an infinite family of them. 
A lso  no v-cr it ical  r -d ichromat ic  tournament  with an even number  of vert ices is 
know (if such a tournament  exists it cannot  be regular).  Fur thermore  it can be 
proved that if one of these tournaments  exists, an infinite family of them can be 
obta ined.  
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